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the clock is the one and only thing that actually matters in trivia crack. when youre in the final moments of a game, youll
want to be more careful about how you use the time. the clock is ticking, and you have to use it wisely. once the clock is

done, youre finished. its your time to relax and enjoy the crown. youre already familiar with the way the trivia crack
trivia format works. you have a game of 10 rounds of 10 questions each. you get to choose the category youre going to
play, get 10 questions to answer in that category, and see how many you get right. the game is over when youre out of
time, and you lose points for each wrong answer. the only difference with trivia crack is the way that you score. instead

of adding the points you get right, you add the points you get wrong. if you get all 10 questions right, you get 100
points. if you get the first 7 right, you get 70. you get the point of it. you dont get any sort of bonus because youve

answered all 10 questions right. its about your points. answers to trivia question appear in the bubble and disappear as
the clock ticks. if you get your answer right, you can click a glowing green “hot” icon to color your bubble in. these icons
indicate a number of different things. more specifically, red “cold” icons indicate that the question isnt that easy. if the

icons are yellow, they are pretty easy. if they are green, youre pretty close. green and red indicate that the question isnt
that hard. you can click the “hot” icon to reveal options for lives and power ups. this question category is called picture

this. in this mode, youll be given a question and a photo of someone. you have one minute to figure out the person
shown in the photo. when you answer correctly, a new photo is shown. if you get the question wrong, the clock will
reset, and the clock will be extended by one minute for each question you get right. this mode is fun if youre having

trouble making connections. you can also use your thumbs, which is more difficult than using your mouse. its just like
playing a smartphone game where you use your thumbs to click on photos. if youre in the habit of clicking on your

mouse when you dont mean to, you might want to switch over to using your thumbs so you dont get used to clicking
accidentally.
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also remember that you arent doing this alone. youre competing with millions of other players online. so, youre probably
going to lose sometimes. its okay, because the purpose of trivia crack is to have fun with friends and family. itll probably

take you a few tries to get to the top, but dont worry, if youre working hard youll get there eventually. youll find a
variety of questions in all of the categories. some are straightforward, such as saying the capital city of every country in
the world, but others are a little trickier. for instance, you have to say the number of people who have won each of the

world's three major tennis titles in the last year. some questions are just for fun, like saying the total cost of all
disneyland rides. but one final note: trivia crack is a free game, so you have nothing to lose by downloading it and giving

it a try. so, pop the game on your phone, sit back, and see how much you can learn. and remember: we get no money
from you if you buy any of the poker tips in this article. so, go ahead and spend $10, $20, or $50 on the tips you think

will help you win more games. then, you can go home and make some more money! when you lose points in trivia crack,
youll notice that the question will change to the question that would have beaten you. thats actually a good thing. it

makes you think that your opponents arent actually trying to beat you, but that theyre just asking questions they know
the answers to. youll suddenly feel like youre playing with a real opponent, instead of a computer. 5ec8ef588b
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